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1

I, Thomas A. Seaman, declare as follows:

2

1.

I am the Court-appointed permanent receiver for Medical Capital

3 Holdings, Inc., Medical Capital Corporation, and Medical Provider Funding
4 Corporation VI, and their subsidiaries and affiliates, including Medical Provider
5 Financial Corporation II (collectively, "Medical Capital" or the "Receivership
6 Entities"). The following facts are within my knowledge and if called as a witness
7 would testify to them under oath.
8

A.

The Edge Loan

9

2.

In August 2006, Medical Capital made a multi-million dollar line of

10 credit available to Edge, a California corporation (the "Edge Loan"). Edge used the
11 proceeds of the Edge Loan to make third party loans, including the loans to Crown
12 Plaza Development, LLC ("Crown") discussed below. Edge, which no longer
13 conducts any business, was owned by Joseph Menez. Matthew Nunez, who
14 received personal loans from Medical Capital and was a personal friend of
15 Defendant Joseph Lampariello, was affiliated with Edge when the Edge Loan was
16 made.
17

B.

Crown Plaza Development

18

3.

Crown's only assets are the following four real properties:

19

(1) 11215 Lakewood Boulevard and 11214 Nash Avenue in Downey,

20 California (the "Lakewood Property"). The Lakewood Property is undeveloped.
21

(2) 8803, 8811 and 8813 Imperial Highway, Downey, California (the

22 "Imperial Property"). There is a small retail center located on the Imperial Highway
23 Property.
24

(3) 9536 Long Beach Blvd., South Gate, California (the "South Gate

25 Property"). There is a Mexican restaurant located on the South Gate Property.
26

(4) 4773 and 4777 Gage Ave., Bell, California (the "Bell Property"). The Bell

27 Property is undeveloped.
28
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Prior to 2007, all four Crown properties were encumbered by a deed of

2 trust in favor of the Lantzman Family Trust. Crown defaulted on the loan owed to
3 the Lantzman Family Trust. The Lantzman Family Trust recorded Notices of
4 Default and issued Notices of Sale. Crown then sought financing to pay off the
5 Lantzman Family Trust loan.
6

C.

The Crown Loans

7

5.

With funds obtained from Medical Capital, Edge made loans secured

8 by real estate to third parties, including three loans to Crown. The initial loan,
9 which was in the amount of $450,000, was made in December 2006. Crown used
10 the loan proceeds to make a partial payment to the Lantzman Family Trust to delay
11 the pending foreclosure sales while it obtained additional financing from Edge. The
12 additional financing, which paid off the Lantzman Family Trust loan and the initial
13 $450,000 loan from Edge, came in two transactions:
14

(a) a $4.5 million loan executed on December 28, 2007, secured by a first

15 priority deed of trust on all four Crown properties ("First Loan"); and
16

(b) a $4.2 million loan executed on February 22, 2008, secured by a second

17 priority deed of trust on all four Crown properties ("Second Loan," and together
18 with the First Loan, the "Crown Loans").
19

6.

The principal balance owed on the First Loan is $3,350,000. As of

20 September 30, 2012, including accrued interest, a total of $5,781,101.04 was owed
21 on the First Loan. The principal balance owed on the Second Loan is $4,200,000.
22 As of September 30, 2012, including accrued interest, a total of $7,560,094.69 was
23 owed on the Second Loan. The total owed on the First and Second Loan combined
24 is $13,341,195.73.
25

7.

Although Crown disputes that it defaulted on the Crown Loans, Edge

26 declared Crown in default and commenced foreclosure proceedings. The
27 foreclosure sales were scheduled for February 21, 2008. Crown filed a petition for
28 relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code on February 20, 2008. The
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1 bankruptcy case, Case No. 8:08-bk-10776 CB, is pending in the United States
2 Bankruptcy Court for the Central District of California, the Honorable Catherine E.
3 Bauer presiding. In April 2008, Edge assigned the Crown Loans and related deeds
4 of trust to Medical Capital.
5

D.

The Adversary Proceeding

6

8.

On March 23, 2009, Crown commenced an adversary proceeding in

7 bankruptcy court against Edge, Joseph Menez, Matthew Nunez and Medical Capital
8 Corporation. The Complaint, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto
9 Exhibit A, asserts eighteen causes of action, including Quiet Title, Breach of
10 Contract, Fraud, Avoidance of Fraudulent Transfers, RICO, Subordination,
11 Conversion, Turnover of Property of the Estate and Recoupment.
12

9.

Crown makes the following allegations in the Complaint, among

13 others:
14

(a) The property descriptions set forth in the deeds of trust securing the Crown

15 Loans describe only two of the eleven parcels that make up the Lakewood Property,
16 and therefore the remaining nine parcels are owned by Crown Plaza outright;
17

(b) Edge, Menez and Nunez breached the loan agreements, and

18 misappropriated and converted funds by:
19

(i) Taking $560,000 from an interest reserve account established in

20

connection with the Edge Loans;

21

(ii) Requiring that Crown pay off a fictitious note in favor of Edge in

22

the amount of $1,150,000;

23

(iii) Charging excessive loan fees in the amount of $575,000; and

24

(iv) Charging interest on monies never advanced.

25

10.

The Complaint seeks quiet title to nine of the eleven parcels that make

26 up the Lakewood Property, avoidance of the deeds of trust on all of the properties,
27 equitable subordination of Medical Capital claims, compensatory damages in an
28 amount exceeding $2 million, and punitive damages.
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Medical Capital retained attorney Lazaro Fernandez to represent it and

2 Edge. On May 25, 2009, Mr. Fernandez filed answers to the complaint on behalf of
3 Medical Capital and Edge. Menez and Nunez did not answer the complaint and
4 their defaults were entered. Nunez later hired counsel and moved to set aside the
5 default, which motion was granted. Nunez then filed a third party complaint against
6 Crown principal, Cynthia Gomez.
7

E.

My Appointment

8

12.

The Court's Preliminary Injunction and Order Appointing A Permanent

9 Receiver, entered on August 18, 2009, enjoins and restrains the adversary
10 proceeding as it pertains to Medical Capital. I filed notice of the Preliminary
11 Injunction and my appointment in the adversary proceeding, and my counsel
12 discussed the adversary proceeding with Mr. Fernandez. I took control of the
13 litigation as it pertains to Medical Capital.
14

F.

Analysis of Claims & Settlement Discussions

15

13.

My counsel and I have reviewed and evaluated the claims in the

16 complaint, as well as the answer filed by Medical Capital prior to the my
17 appointment. I determined that the answer should be amended to, among other
18 things, assert the affirmative defense of reformation of the deeds of trust, the
19 evidence indicating that the defective property descriptions were a mistake, and that
20 the parties' mutual intention was that all parcels of all four Crown properties would
21 serve as security for the Crown Loans. I amended Medical Capital's answer
22 accordingly.
23

14.

Although the adversary proceeding is enjoined and restrained as it

24 pertains to Medical Capital, the Court's orders do not prevent Crown from
25 proceeding against Edge, Menez or Nunez, or Nunez from proceeding against
26 Cynthia Gomez. Since my appointment, Crown conducted a deposition of Nunez,
27 and Nunez conducted depositions of Jesus Magana, Lorena Magana, and Cynthia
28
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1 Gomez. As part of my evaluation of Crown's claims, I had my counsel attend these
2 depositions.
3

15.

Having reviewed Crown's claims and the evidence, some of which

4 tends to support and some of which tends to negate the claims, and having consulted
5 with counsel, I believe that if the claims in the adversary proceeding were
6 adjudicated, there is considerable risk that the principal balance due on the Crown
7 Loans, and the accrued interest thereon, would be reduced. I believe it is less likely,
8 although still possible, that the total amount owed on the Crown Loans would be
9 reduced to an amount less than the aggregate value of the four Crown properties
10 (discussed below). However, there is also considerable risk that due to the defective
11 property descriptions in the deeds of trust recorded on the Lakewood Property, the
12 most valuable of the four properties, Crown Plaza could be determined to own nine
13 of the eleven parcels outright.
14

16.

In addition, litigating the claims would be expensive and at the

15 conclusion of the litigation, assuming I prevail, I would still need to (a) obtain relief
16 from the automatic stay in Crown's bankruptcy case and (b) conduct foreclose sales.
17 The costs associated with litigation and these additional proceedings would be
18 substantial. The delay associated with litigation would also have a significant
19 economic impact. Crown has not been paying property taxes on the Lakewood or
20 Bell properties. As such property taxes accrue, the amount I would be able to obtain
21 through foreclosure is diminished.
22

17.

I have reviewed information about the four Crown properties, including

23 broker price opinions obtained by Crown. I have conducted my own investigation
24 and consulted three separate brokers regarding estimated values for the properties. I
25 am also aware of purchase offers received for the properties since they have been
26 marketed by Crown's broker. Based on my investigation, I estimate that the four
27 Crown properties have current values in the following ranges:
28

(1) Lakewood Property – between $1,620,000 and $2,100,000;
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1

(2) Imperial Property – between $950,000 and $1,250,000;

2

(3) South Gate Property – between $550,000 and $675,000; and

3

(4) Bell Property – between $150,000 and $225,000.

4 This valuation does not take into account the possible negative effect of the
5 underground storage tank issues regarding the Bell Property discussed below.
6

G.

La Perla Restaurant

7

18.

As noted above, two of the three members of Crown are Jesus and

8 Lorena Magana. The Maganas own and manage a Mexican restaurant located on
9 the South Gate property called La Perla Del Mar.
10

H.

The Bell Property

11

19.

In July 2011, I learned that the Bell Property is on a list maintained by

12 the California Regional Water Quality Control Board of sites containing leaking
13 underground storage tanks. Although the Bell Property is currently undeveloped, at
14 one point in time, a gas station was located on it.
15

20.

In October 2011, Crown Plaza engaged Ocean Blue Engineers, Inc. to

16 inspect the Bell Property, the property records, and draft a work plan to assess and
17 remediate any soil contamination. The work plan was submitted to the California
18 Regional Water Quality Control Board in June 2012. The Board has recently stated
19 that it is prepared to close its case on the Bell Property.
II.

20
21

21.

THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT

Starting in 2010, Crown and I engaged in settlement discussions and

22 exchanged various offers. Crown attempted to obtain financing to make a cash
23 payment to me in lieu of selling the South Gate Property. Ultimately, those efforts
24 were unsuccessful. The underground storage tank issues regarding the Bell Property
25 were then discovered, causing further delay. Ultimately, the parties agreed on the
26 terms and conditions of the proposed settlement agreement ("Settlement
27 Agreement"). The Settlement Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
28
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Subject to approval by both this Court and the Bankruptcy Court, the

2 parties agree to a settlement on the following terms and conditions:1
(a) All claims against Medical Capital and Edge in the adversary proceeding

3

4 will be dismissed;
(b) Crown and I, on behalf of Medical Capital and the receivership estate,

5

6 will release all claims against one another;
7

(c) Crown will sell the Lakewood, South Gate and Bell Properties as follows:

8

(i) The Lakewood Property will be sold for at least $2,000,000, subject

9

to overbid and Bankruptcy Court approval.

10

(ii) The South Gate Property will be sold for at least $650,000, subject

11

to overbid and Bankruptcy Court approval.2

12

(iii) The Bell Property will be sold for at least $118,000, subject to

13

overbid and Bankruptcy Court approval.
(d) Once the properties are sold, Crown will pay the costs of sale, including

14

15 the broker's commissions, title and escrow fees, and unpaid property taxes. The sale
16 proceeds remaining after payment of such costs will be turned over to me.
(e) When the net sale proceeds from the Lakewood and South Gate Properties

17

18 are turned over to me, I will release/reconvey the deed of trust on the Imperial
19 Property to Crown. It is anticipated that the Bell Property will take longer to sell
20 due to the underground storage tank issues discussed above. Accordingly, turnover
21 of the net sale proceeds from the Lakewood and South Gate Properties and release
22 of the deed of trust on the Imperial Property will not be delayed.
(f) If orders approving sales of the Lakewood, South Gate and Bell properties

23

24 have not been entered by January 1, 2013, or have not become final by March 5,
25
26

1

27
28
LAW OFFICES
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1 2013, the Settlement Agreement shall have no force or effect, and the Parties shall
2 be as they were before the Settlement Agreement was signed.
3

23.

Here, if the Settlement Agreement is approved, the receivership estate

4 will receive the net sale proceeds from three of the four Crown properties.
5 Assuming the Lakewood, South Gate and Bell Properties are sold at the prices set in
6 the Settlement Agreement, I estimate that the aggregate sale proceeds, after payment
7 of costs of sale, broker commissions, and outstanding property taxes, will be
8 approximately $2,185,000.
9

24.

If the Settlement Agreement is not approved, Crown's claims and

10 Medical Capital's defenses will have to be resolved through litigation. As discussed
11 above, the litigation would involve considerable risk, expense and delay. Among
12 other things, there is risk that nine of the eleven parcels that make up the Lakewood
13 Property would be determined to be owned by Crown outright. I estimate that the
14 nine parcels at risk have roughly the same value as the Imperial Property (estimated
15 to be between $950,000 and $1,250,000). Furthermore, the delay associated with
16 litigation has a substantial economic impact because Crown is not paying property
17 taxes on the Lakewood or Bell properties. Because such property taxes accrue at
18 approximately $4,000 per month, the amount I would be able to obtain through
19 foreclosure is diminished.
20

25.

Furthermore, the only asset Crown retains under the Agreement is the

21 Imperial Property, which, as noted above, has an estimated value of between
22 $950,000 and $1,250,000. Even if I were to prevail on all issues after a full trial, the
23 attorney fees associated with litigation, the costs of foreclosing on the four
24 properties, and the property taxes that would accrue in the meantime would
25 substantially negate the recovery from the Imperial Property. Accordingly, I believe
26 that the Agreement is in the best interests of the receivership estate and ask that it be
27 approved.
28
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1

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the

2 foregoing is true and correct.
3

Executed this l f-h..-day of November, 2012, at Irvine, California.

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is executed and entered into as of
October _ , 2012, by and between Crown Plaza Development, LLC, debtor and debtor
in possession ("Crown Plaza"), for itself and on behalf of the Estate (defined below), on
the one hand, and Thomas A. Seaman ("Receiver"), in his capacity as receiver for
Medical Capital Corporation, a Nevada Corporation ("MCC"), on the other hand. Crown
Plaza and the Receiver are sometimes referred to individually as "Party" and
collectively as the "Parties."
RECITALS
A.
Crown Plaza is a California limited liability company that as of the Petition
Date (defined below) was owned 50% by Jesus and Lorena Magana, husband and wife
(the "Maganas"), and 50% by Cynthia Gomez ("Gomez"). As of that same date,
Gomez was designated the managing member of Crown Plaza.

B.
Crown Plaza owned and owns multiple parcels of real property located at
four separate locations in South Gate, Downey (two locations), and Bell, California.
Two of the properties are developed with buildings rented to operators of small
businesses - restaurants, and an insurance agency. The other two locations are
undeveloped land.
C.
Specifically, Crown Plaza owns the following parcels of real property
(collectively the "Properties"):
1.
9536 Long Beach Blvd., South Gate, California, consisting of one
parcel (identified as APN 6206-016-029) (the "South Gate Property");
2.
8803,8811 and 8813 Imperial Highway, Downey, California,
consisting of two parcels (identified as APN 6261-014-050 and 6261-014-034)
(collectively the "Imperial Highway Property");
3.
parcels located on Lakewood Boulevard and Nash Avenue in
Downey, California (the "Lakewood Property"), consisting of eight parcels and
eleven parcel numbers as follows:
i.
11215 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California 90241/11214
Nash Ave. -- two parcels (identified as APN 6255-005-018 and 6255-005028) (collectively the "Two Parcels"); and
ii.
nine parcels (identified as APN 6255-005-019, 6255-005020,6255-005-021,6255-005-022, 6255-005-023, 6255-005-024, 6255005-025,6255-005-026,6255-0025-027) (collectively the "Nine Parcels");
and
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4.
4773 and 4777 Gage Ave., Bell, California, consisting of two
parcels (identified as APN 6316-027-015 and 6316-027-016) (collectively the
"BeltProperty").
D.
Crown Plaza leases the South Gate Property to La Perla Del Mar, Inc. , a
corporation owed by the Maganas ("La Perla"). Crown Plaza also leases a portion of
the Imperial Highway Property to La Perla, as well as other portions to an insurance
brokerage operation owned by members of the Maganas family.
E.
Shortly after its formation, Crown Plaza acquired the Imperial Highway
Property, the South Gate Property and the Bell Property. Thereafter, Crown Plaza
obtained two loans (the "Lantzman Loans") from Marc Lantzman, Trustee of the
Lantzman Family Trust dated January 11, 1989 (the "Lantzman Family Trust"), which
loans were secured by these three properties and also by the Lakewood Property to
fund Crown Plaza's purchase of the Lakewood Property. The Lakewood Property was
purchased from Cornerstone, LLC. On or about November 6, 2006, due to defaults
under the Lantzman Loans, the Lantzman Family Trust recorded Notices of Default with
respect to both loans and thereafter caused to be issued Notices of Sale.
F.
Although Crown Plaza attempted to obtain financing from a traditional
lender to refinance the Proprieties and repay the Lantzman Loans, it was unable to do
so. Thus, Crown Plaza located and submitted an application to borrow monies from
Edge Capital, Inc., a California corporation ("Edge"). Crown Plaza believes that Edge
operated a business commonly described as a "hard money lender" based on, inter alia,
the fact that Edge's documentation requirements were less than those of a traditional
lender and its rates and terms did not coincide with those of conventional lenders.
G.
Initially, and in or about December, 2006, Crown Plaza obtained a short
term loan of $450,000 (the "Initial Loan") from Edge which it utilized in part to make
negotiated partial payments to the Lantzman Family Trust to delay the then pending
foreclosure sales and to allow Crown Plaza sufficient additional time to complete
refinancing of the Properties with monies to be advanced by Edge. Shortly thereafter,
Crown Plaza obtained what it understood to be permanent financing from Edge, the
proceeds of which were intended to be used to payoff the existing balances on the
Lantzman Loans and to provide working capital funds to Crown Plaza.
H.
The loans from Edge that repaid the Lantzman Loans and the $450,000
Initial Loan were accomplished through two separate transactions.
1.
Crown Plaza made and executed a promissory note dated
December 28, 2007 in favor of Edge in the principal amount of $4,500,000 (the
"First Edge Note" or "First Edge Loan"). The First Edge Note was secured by a
deed of trust on all of the Properties that was recorded in the County of Los
Angeles on February 7, 2007 as Document No. 20070266864 (the "First Deed
of Trust "). The First Edge Note contains cross default clauses that provide that
Crown Plaza's default under any note or agreement in which Edge had an
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interest would constitute a breach so that Edge could invoke any of the remedies
permitted by the loan documents.
2.
Thereafter, Crown Plaza made and executed a second note
dated February 22, 2007 in the principal amount of $4,200,000 (the "Second
Edge Note" or Second Edge Loan"). The Second Edge Note was secured by a
second priority deed of trust on all of the Properties that was recorded in the
County of Los Angeles on March 13, 2007 as Document No. 20070551120 (the
"Second Deed of Trust"). The Second Edge Note has cross default clauses
which provide that Crown Plaza's default under any note or agreement in which
Edge had an interest would constitute a breach so that Edge could invoke any of
the remedies permitted by the loan documents.
I.
At or about the same time as the execution of the Fir$t Edge Note and the
Second Edge Note, and at the request of Edge, the Maganas executed written
guarantees dated respectively December 29,2006 and February 22,2007 (the
"Guarantees") of the obligations under such notes.

J.
As part of the two transactions referenced above and as a condition to
funding the First and Second Edge Loans, Edge drafted documents and presented
them to Crown Plaza that provided certain terms, conditions, fees, costs and payoffs,
including, but not limited to the following:
1.
The payment to Edge of $1,150,000 that Crown Plaza alleges was
based on a fictitious note;
2.

$575,000 in loan origination fees;

3.
The establishment of interest reserve accounts to be held in Trust
by Edge for the benefit of Crown Plaza and to be used to pay the monthly
interest payments on the First and Second Edge Notes in the amount of
$320,000 on the First Edge Loan and $500,000 on the Second Edge Loan;
4.

The payment of interest on the interest reserves; and

5.
The payment to Matthew Nunez ("Nunez") and others of more
than $400,000 of the net proceeds of both loans.
K.
Edge declared Crown Plaza in default under both Edge loans and Edge
thereafter commenced foreclosure proceedings. The trustee's sales were scheduled to
be held on February 21, 2008. In order to avoid a loss of the Properties, on February
20,2008 ("Petition Date"), Crown Plaza filed a voluntary petition for relief under
chapter 11 of Title 11 of the United States Code, in the United States Bankruptcy Court,
Central District of California, Santa Ana Division ("Bankruptcy Court"), thus
commencing a chapter 11 case ("Bankruptcy Case"), and creating a bankruptcy estate
under 11 U.S.C. §541 ("Estate").
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L.
On April 8, 2008, Edge recorded in the County of Los Angeles two
assignments of the deeds of trust securing both the First and Second Edge Loans,
which assignments were executed on February 4, 2008. By way of the assignments,
Edge purported to assign, grant and transfer all of its beneficial interest in the two Edge
deeds of trust to MCC, together with the aforementioned First and Second Edge Notes.
The assignment of the First Deed of Trust (the "First Assignment") was recorded with
the Los Angeles County Recorder's Office and assigned Document No. 20080599339.
The assignment of the Second Deed of Trust (the "Second Assignment") was
recorded with the Los Angeles County Recorder's Office and assigned Document No.
20080599338.
M.
On March 23, 2009, Crown Plaza filed a complaint against MCC, Edge,
Nunez, and Joseph R. (Jay) Menez, an individual ("Menez"), entitled "Complaint (1) To
Quiet Title; (2) For Declaratory Relief; (3) For Breach of Contract; (4) For Breach of
ImpliedCovenantof Good Faith and: Fair Dealing; (5) For Fraud; .(6) For Negligent
Misrepresentation; (7) For Avoidance and Recovery of Fraudulent Transfer,
Constructive Intent [11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1 )(b)(i-ii) and §550; (8) For Avoidance and
Recovery of Fraudulent Transfer, Constructive Intent [11 U.S.C. § 544(b) and Cal. Civ.
Code § 3439.05]; (9) Recovery of Avoided Transfer [11 U.S.C. §550(a)]; (10) For
Violation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. §
1962(c) & (d); (11) For Unjust Enrichment; (12) For Equitable Subordination and
Subordination; (13) Conversion; (14) Negligence; (15) Negligent Hiring/Supervision
Against All Defendants; (16) Turnover of Property of the Estate (11 U.S.C. §542(a»;
and (17) Recoupment" (the "Complaint") thereby commencing that certain adversary
proceeding deSignated as 8:09-ap-01242 RK (the "Adversary Proceeding").
N.
On July 16, 2009, the Securities and Exchange Commission filed a
complaint for violations of federal securities laws against MCC, among others, styled,
Securities and Exchange Commission v. Medical Capital Holdings, Inc., et al., Case No.
SA CV 09-0818 DOC (RNBx) (the "Receivership Case"), in the United States District
Court, Central District of California, Southern Division ("District Court"). On August 18,
2009, the District Court entered an order appointing Thomas A. Seaman ("Receiver")
permanent receiver for MCC, among other defendants, in the Receivership Case.
O.
The Receiver denies the allegations of the Complaint and opposes the
relief requested by Crown Plaza as described in the Adversary Proceeding.
P.
The Receiver filed a proof of claim ("Receiver Claim") in the Bankruptcy
Case on September 15, 2009, designated as claim number 7-1 in an amount "to be
determined (approximately $9,000,000)."
Q.
The Parties now desire to compromise, settle, and release various
disputes and controversies between them pertaining to the Adversary Proceeding as
expressly detailed in this Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above, the mutual promises and
covenants contained herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
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sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound, the
Parties, subject to the entry of an order each by the Bankruptcy Court and the District
Court approving this Agreement, covenant and agree as follows:
AGREEMENT
Upon approval of this Agreement by the entry of orders of both the Bankruptcy
Court and the District Court having jurisdiction over the Bankruptcy Case and
Receivership Case, respectively ("Orders"), and contingent upon said Orders becoming
final (the "Effective Date"), all of the following shall occur:
1.

Disposition of Properties.

a.
South Gate Property: Crown Plaza will cause to be sold on an "as
is" and "where is" basis, the South Gate Property to a third party buyer for a gross
purchase price of no less than $650,000, subject to overbid. Concurrent with the
closing of the sale, The Debtor and La Perla will execute a new lease agreement in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit 1. The Parties shall also execute a Memorandum of
Lease in recordable form, which will be recorded immediately following the recordation
of the quitclaim deed, transferring title of the South Gate Property.
b.
Lakewood Property: Crown Plaza will cause to be sold on an "as
is" and "where is" basis, the Lakewood Property to a third party buyer for a gross
purchase price of no less than $2,000,000, subject to overbid.
c.
Bell Property: Crown Plaza will cause to be sold on an "as is" and
"where is" basis, the Bell Property to a third party buyer for a gross purchase price of no
less than $118,000, subject to overbid .
d.
Imperial Highway Property: The Receiver will reconvey and
otherwise release MCC's lien(s) on the Imperial Highway Property. The reconveyance
shall occur contemporaneously with turnover of the net proceeds from the sales of the
South Gate and Lakewood Properties pursuant to Section 2. If a sale of the Bell
Property has not occurred when the sales of the South Gate and Lakewood properties
close, turnover of the net proceeds from the Bell property shall not delay turnover of the
net proceeds from the South Gate and Lakewood properties or reconveyance of the
MCC lien on the Imperial Highway property.
2.
Turnover of Net Proceeds and Impact Thereof. The net proceeds of
the sales of the Properties identified in Section 1(a), (b), and (c) above shall be turned
over to the Receiver. For purposes of this paragraph, "net proceeds" shall mean gross
proceeds of sale of the South Gate, Lakewood, and Bell Properties, less real estate
commissions, real property taxes, escrow fees, and all other actual costs and fees that
are required to be paid by the Estate to provide to the buyers of such properties title free
and clear of claims, but not including attorney fees or costs incurred in connection with
the sale transactions or in obtaining required Court approvals. Until paid to the
Receiver, the net proceeds shall be segregated and kept separate from other Estate
funds.
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3.
Guarantees. The sales identified in Section 1 above and the turnover of
proceeds described in Section 2 above shall be in full and complete satisfaction of any
and all obligations arising from the Guarantees or any other commitment of the
Maganas to ensure the payment to Edge, MCC or any successor or assignor thereof
the amounts owing. under the Initial Loan, the First Edge Loan or the Second Edge
Loan .
4.

Mutual Releases.

a.
Except for the rights, duties and obligations set forth herein, and
contingent on satisfaction of all conditions and obligations herein, including, but not
limited to, turnover of the net proceeds to the Receiver pursuant to Section 2. and
reconveyance of MCC's lien on the Imperial Highway Property by the Receiver pursuant
to Section 1. d." Crown Plaza, for itself, its members and on behalf of the Estate, on the
one hand, and the Receiver, on the other hand, for himself, MCC, the . receivership .
estate, and their predecessors, successors and ' assigns, as of the Effective Date,
absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably waive, release, and forever discharge each
other and their respective guarantors, partners, officers, shareholders, directors,
managers, members, agents, attorneys, servants, contractors, employees, parent,
affiliated and subsidiary corporations, partnerships and limited liability companies and
predecessors-in-interest from any and all claims (including all claims under Bankruptcy
Code section 502(h) or otherwise for the consideration to be tendered under this
Agreement), interests, debts, obligations, demands, damages, disputes, liabilities,
rights, causes of action, rights of action, rights of subrogation, rights of indemnity, rights
to reimbursement or offset, rights to payment or other consideration, liens and remedies
of each, in law or in equity, now known or unknown, or hereafter becoming known, for,
upon, or by reason of any matter, cause or thing, and at any time, including, without
limitation, any and all allegations, acts and conduct as set forth in the Adversary
Proceeding and the Receiver Claim, or arising under or related to the Guarantees
("Released Claims"). Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary,
neither Crown Plaza, the Receiver, nor MCC release any claims, rights, or causes of
action against Menez or Nunez.
b.
The Parties hereto hereby acknowledge that it is their intention that
this Agreement shall be effective as a full and final release of and as a bar with
prejudice to the Released Claims, which the Parties have or had against one another as
is applicable, directly or indirectly. In connection with such waiver and relinquishment,
the Parties acknowledge that they or their attorneys may hereafter discover facts
different from or in addition to the facts that they now know or believe to be true with
respect to the subject matter of this Agreement, but that it is their intention to hereby
fully, finally, absolutely, and forever release any and all such claims released pursuant
to this Paragraph 4, inclusive, which now do exist, may exist or heretofore have existed
between them, and that in furtherance of such intentions the releases as given herein
by the Parties, shall be and remain in effect as a full and complete release of such
claims released in this Paragraph 4, notwithstanding the discovery of any such different
or additional facts. As of the Effective Date, the Parties expressly, knowingly and
intentionally waive all rights under Section 1542 of the California Civil Code, and any
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similar law of any state or territory of the United States, which Section the Parties have
read and understand, and which provides as follows:
A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS
WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT
TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF
EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM
OR HER MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR
HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.
5.
Dismissal of the Adversarv Proceeding. No later than five (5) days
after the Parties have performed their respective obligations as described in Section 1
of this Agreement, Crown Plaza shall file a request for dismissal, with prejudice, of the
Complaint.
6.
Bankruptcy Court and District Court Approval Orders. As soon as
practicable after execution of this Agreement, Crown Plaza shall file one or more
motions seeking Bankruptcy Court approval of this Agreement and the sales of the
South Gate and Lakewood Properties pursuant to Sections 1. a. and b. ("Bankruptcy
Court Approval Order"). Crown Plaza shall use all reasonable efforts to promptly obtain
Court approval and complete the sale of the Bell . Property pursuant to Section 1. c.
("Bell Sale Approval Order").
As soon as practicable after execution of this Agreement, the Receiver shall file a
motion seeking District Court approval of this Agreement and authority to reconvey its
liens on the Imperial Highway Property in connection with turnover of the net proceeds
under Section 2 above ("District Court Approval Order").
The parties shall use all reasonable efforts to secure the Bankruptcy Court Approval
Order and District Court Approval Order by November 30, 2012, and shall cooperate
and support each other in such efforts. If by January 1, 2013, the Bankruptcy Court
Approval Order, Bell Sale Approval Order, and District Court Approval Order have not
been entered, or if such orders are not final by March 5, 2013, unless this provision is
waived or modified in a writing signed by both parties, the Parties shall be as they were
before they signed this Agreement and this Agreement shall have no force or effect,
including, but not limited to, the Recitals herein.
7.
provisions:

General Provisions.

The Parties shall be bound by these general

a.
Non-Admission.
By entering into this Agreement, the Parties
agree and understand that this is a compromise and settlement of disputed claims and
that there is no implication or admission of liability or wrongdoing whatsoever by the
Parties with respect to the issues in dispute or otherwise subject to this Agreement.
The Parties further agree and understand that by entering into this Agreement, the
existence and execution of this Agreement shall not be considered, nor be offered or
received into evidence or otherwise filed or lodged in any proceeding, except as may be
necessary to prove the terms of this Agreement or to enforce this Agreement, nor may it
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be considered or deemed admissible as an admission by the Parties of any liability,
wrongdoing, error, or violation of law.
b.
No Assignment of Released Claims; Indemnification. The Parties,
and each of them, hereby represent and warrant to each other Party that the claims
released and discharged herein have not been assigned, transferred or conveyed to any
other party and that all claims and demands released herein are held by the releaSing
Party. Each party agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other party from any
claims which may be asserted against such party, based on, or arising out of or in
connection with any such assignment, transfer or conveyance, or purported assignment,
transfer or conveyance.
c.
Validity. Should any court having competent jurisdiction over the .
Parties declare or determine that any part of this Agreement is illegal or invalid, and
provided the spirit and intent of this Agreement can be otherwise maintained, the validity
of the remaining parts shall not be affected by said illegal or invalid portion, and said
illegal or invalid portion shall not be deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
d.
Controlling Law. This Agreement shall be governed and construed
in accordance with the internal laws, other than choice of law, of the State of California
and, where applicable, the United States Bankruptcy Code.
e.

Time. Time is of the essence of each and every provision of this

Agreement.
No Third Party Beneficiaries. Neither this Agreement nor the
f.
transactions contemplated hereby are intended for the benefit of any third party.
g.
Binding Effect. This Agreement and the covenants and conditions
contained herein shall apply to, shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Crown Plaza, the Estate, the Receiver, MCC, and each of them, and their respective
heirs,
executors,
members,
administrators,
assigns, . successors-in-interest,
predecessors-in-interest and anyone claiming by, through or under anyone of them. As
to the matters addressed herein, this Agreement is intended to be final and binding
upon the Parties hereto, regardless of any mistake of fact or law made by the Parties
hereto. The Parties each assume the risk of any mistake of fact or law in relation to this
Agreement and may not set aside this Agreement, or any portion thereof based on the
subsequent discovery of any such mistake of fact or law.
h.
Integration. This is an integrated Agreement. The terms of this
Agreement are contractual and are not merely recitals. This Agreement supersedes all
prior representations and agreements, if any, between the Parties or their legal counsel.
This Agreement contains the entire and only understanding between the Parties with
respect to the subject matter hereof. There are no representations, promises,
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warranties, understandings or agreements, express or implied, oral or otherwise, in
relation thereto, except for those expressly referred to or set forth herein.

i.
Modification. This Agreement shall not be changed except by an
amendment hereto, · in writing, duly executed by the Parties.
No promise,
representation, warranty or agreement made subsequent to the execution and delivery
hereof by any Party, relating in any way to the subject matter of this Agreement, and no
revocation, partial or otherwise, change, amendment, addition, alteration or modification
of this Agreement, shall be valid unless the same shall be in writing, which expressly
refers to this Agreement, and which is signed subsequent to the execution of this
Agreement by the party or parties to any such alteration, amendment or extinguishment,
or their successors-in-interest. Any such alteration, amendment or extinguishment is
subject to approval by the Bankruptcy Court and the District Court.
j.
Attorneys' Fees. If any action or .proceeding is necessary to
enforce this Agreement or to recover damages or equitable relief for the interpretation
of, breach of or default under this Agreement, the prevailing Party shall be entitled to
recover its costs incurred in connection with such action, including but not limited to
costs and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred.
k.
Voluntary Agreement. The Parties have been represented and
advised by counsel with respect to this Agreement, and have entered into it freely and
voluntarily. This Agreement is intended to be enforceable according to its written terms,
and there are no promises, oral agreements, or expectations of the Parties to the
contrary.

I.
Additional Acts. The Parties shall, without further consideration,
execute and deliver any further or additional instruments and perform any acts which
may be reasonably requested in order to effectuate and carry out the purpose and intent
of this Agreement.
m.
Notices. All notices pursuant to this Agreement shall, unless
otherwise required by applicable law, be in writing and be given either personally, by
certified mail, return receipt requested, email or by overnight delivery service. Any such
notices shall be deemed given upon personal or electronic delivery thereof, or fortyeight (48) hours following deposit thereof, postage prepaid, in the United States mail, to
the following addresses:
If to Crown Plaza:

Crown Plaza Development, LLC
Attn: Jesus Magana, Member
8220 Suva Street
Downey, CA 90240-2842
E-mail: crownplazamagana@yahoo.com

A copy of any Notice must also be sent to:
Alan G. Tippie, Esq.
SulmeyerKupetz, A Professional Corporation
ATIPPIE\ 713874210/10/2012
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333 South Hope Street, Thirty-Fifth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Email: atippie@sulmeyerlaw.com
If to the Receiver:

Thomas A. Seaman
Thomas Seaman Company
3 Park Plaza, Suite 550
Irvine, California 92614
E-Mail: tom@thomasseaman.com

A copy of any Notice must also be sent to:
Ted Fates, Esq.
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory & Natsis LLP
501 West Broadway, 15th Floor
San Diego, CA 92.101
E-Mail: tfates@allenmatkins.com
or at such other address as any Party shall advise the others in writing with respect to
the foregoing.
n.
Counterparts and Facsimile and Electronic Signatures.
This
Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original, and will become effective and binding upon the Parties at such time
as all of the signatories hereto have signed a counterpart of this Agreement, subject to
Court approval. All counterparts so executed shall constitute one Agreement binding on
all the Parties, subject to Court approval, notwithstanding that all Parties are not
signatories to the same counterpart. A facsimile, electronic, or .pdf signatures shall, for
purposes of this Agreement, be deemed to constitute an original signature and be
binding as original signatures.
o.
Authority to Bind. Subject to the approval of this Agreement by the
Bankruptcy Court and District Court, the Parties hereby represent and warrant to each
other that they have the full and legal right, power and authority to enter into this
Agreement and to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby.
p.
No Representations or Admissions. Each Party to this Agreement
represents and warrants to each other Party that, except for the representations and
warranties set forth in this Agreement, each Party to this Agreement acknowledges .that
she/he/it has relied solely upon her/his/its own judgment, belief and knowledge of the
existence, nature, and extent of each claim, demand, or cause of action that she/helit
may have against the other Party which is being resolved by this Agreement and that
she/he/it has not been influenced to any extent in entering into this Agreement by any
representation or statement regarding any such claim made by any other Party to this
Agreement (except as expressly set forth in this Agreement).
q.
Headings. The headings in this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only and shall not restrict, limit or otherwise affect the meaning hereof.
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r.
Construction. This Agreement shall not be construed against the
Party preparing it, but shall be construed as if the Parties jOintly prepared it.
s.
Covenant Not to Prosecute. The Parties covenant and agree that
each shall forever refrain and forbear from commencing, instituting, participating or
assisting in his/its personal capacity, either as a named or unnamed party, in any
lawsuit, action, or other proceeding against any other Party based on or arising out of
the Released Claims released herein. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained
in this Agreement shall preclude a Party from exercising his/its respective rights in the
event the other Party breaches any of its obligations under this Agreement.
t.
Miscellaneous. As used in this Agreement, the masculine, feminine
or neuter gender, or the singular or plural number, shall be deemed to include the
others, whenever the text so indicates. The language of all parts of this Agreement
shall in all cases be construed as a whole, according to its fair meaning, and not strictly
for or against any ·of the Parties.
u.
Jurisdiction.
Except as otherwise provided herein, the
Bankruptcy Court and District Court shall retain concurrent jurisdiction over this
Agreement. Any disputes arising under this Agreement shall be brought before the
Bankruptcy Court or the District Court.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have set their hands, and the
undersigned representatives of the Parties hereto hereby certify that they have full
power to sign and bind their respective entities.
Crown Plaza Development, LLC
Debtor and Debtor in Possession

By __~~~~____________
Jesus .1\1~ :orn
....

Thomas A. Seaman, Receiver for
Medical Capital Corporation, a Nevada
Corporation

By~L . ~
Thomas A. Seaman, Receiver

Approved as to Form:
Dated :

Dated: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

SULMEYERKUPETZ, A.P.C.

ALLEN MATKINS LECK GAMBLE
MALLORY & NATSIS LLP

By:

By: _ _ _=---=______
Ted Fates
Attorneys for Thomas A. Seaman, Receiver

----------------------

-----------------------Alan G. Tippie

Attorneys for Crown Plaza Development,
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